ITH Quilt Sandwiches
Finding the perfect piece of prequilted fabric isn’t always the easiest of tasks.
Well, now you can create the perfect piece for that special sewing project.
These are soooo easy to create and are perfect for those small sewing projects.

Materials
Cotton Fabric in colors of your choice
Thin batting. Mine is
about 2 mm thick
Temporary Adhesive
Spray
Embroidery Thread

Method
Cut batting and two pieces of fabric to about 3 inches larger than your hoop.
Ie. If your hoop is 5 x 7 then cut the fabric and batting 8x10 inches.
Spray the batting with temporary adhesive. Place the first piece of fabric right
side up onto the batting and smooth into place.
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Turn the batting and fabric over so the backside of the batting is facing up. Spray with temporary adhesive
and place the second piece of fabric right side up onto the batting and smooth into place. Your fabric sandwich is ready to be quilted

I have hooped my fabric sandwich as is with NO stabilizer. The sandwich is thick enough to embroidery on
without any stabilizer. Stitch the design. The design has 3 color changes. I stitched all 3 with just one color.
The first one holds the fabrics and batting in place before the quilting starts. The second color change is the
quilting design. The third is a neat outline (this one can be left out should you wish)
Should you want to make this a reversible quilt sandwich, be sure to use matching upper and bobbin thread.

Stitch out as many as you need for your sewing project. These are perfect for items such as potholder, coin
purses, small purses, tissue pockets, box bags and many other items.
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